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Winning in School of Communications

By Student Life Staff Writer

Green Whitney and running mate Ashley McFarlin won student government president and vice president elections for the School of Communications. Whitney and McFarlin garnered 87 percent of the vote.

"It's been a long election season and I'm excited to have it over with," Whitney said.

The Wright/McFarlin victory comes after a long campaign from both candidates.

"We're looking forward to working with the administration and making changes," McFarlin said.

Wright has been involved in student affairs for three years, serving as the president of the Student Life Advisory Board, the Student Senate, and the student body government. McFarlin has been involved in student affairs for four years, serving as the Student Senate president, the Student Life Advisory Board president, and the student body government vice president.

"I'm excited to continue the work that has been done and to bring new ideas to the table," Wright said.

The Wright/McFarlin victory comes after a contentious election season that included a major controversy over the School of Communications' future. The School of Communications is one of the university's oldest and most prestigious programs, but it is facing budget cuts and potential layoffs.

"We're committed to making sure that the School of Communications remains a vibrant and important part of Howard University," Wright said.

Wright and McFarlin have been active in student affairs for three years, serving as the president of the Student Life Advisory Board, the Student Senate, and the student body government. They have been involved in student affairs for four years, serving as the Student Senate president, the Student Life Advisory Board president, and the student body government vice president.

"I'm excited to continue the work that has been done and to bring new ideas to the table," Wright said.

The Wright/McFarlin victory comes after a contentious election season that included a major controversy over the School of Communications' future. The School of Communications is one of the university's oldest and most prestigious programs, but it is facing budget cuts and potential layoffs.

"We're committed to making sure that the School of Communications remains a vibrant and important part of Howard University," Wright said.

The Wright/McFarlin victory comes after a contentious election season that included a major controversy over the School of Communications' future. The School of Communications is one of the university's oldest and most prestigious programs, but it is facing budget cuts and potential layoffs.

"We're committed to making sure that the School of Communications remains a vibrant and important part of Howard University," Wright said.
Howard Alumnus Continues Scholarship Drive for the Disabled

Want to Donate? Interested donors should send contributions to:
Scandrett Disabled Scholarship Fund
C/O Arthur Scandrett
3411 N Street, SE
Washington, D.C. 20019

"I think legacy is important. However, there should also be fairness for qualified individuals who don't hold legacy status." — Karla Boston, Biology Major

"Legacy status should be considered. However, the merits of the individual should be the determining factor."
— J. Paul Macklin, History Major

"If a prospective organization is not honest toward a candidate's demographic information, I don't feel that legacy should be taken into account when making admissions decisions."
— LaShawn Montgomery, Senior, Economics Major

Affiliated Health To Host Fundraising Dinner For Scholarships

By Mariya Brown
Hilary Shail Wein

Invited student members from throughout the College of Allied Health Sciences were guests of the Scandrett Disabled Scholarship Fund during the 25th Anniversary Gala April 27 at the Grand Hyatt. The event was a fundraiser to support the scholarship fund at the College of Allied Health Sciences.

"This event will be the start of much needed revenue that provides financial assistance for minority students who are pursuing careers in allied health professions," said Arthur Scandrett, founder of the scholarship.

"The Scandrett Disabled Scholarship Fund was established by the late Arthur Scandrett, a Howard University alumnus who passed away in 2000. The scholarship was created to support minority students who are pursuing careers in allied health professions. The scholarship provides financial assistance for the tuition and fees of enrolled minority students."

Nancy Hobbie, a member of the Scholarship Fund, said that the Scholarship Fund has been very successful in providing financial assistance to minority students.

"The Scholarship Fund has been very successful in providing financial assistance to minority students. We have been able to support many students over the years."

Scandrett said that the Scholarship Fund has been successful in supporting minority students. He said that the Scholarship Fund is important because it provides financial assistance to minority students who are pursuing careers in allied health professions.

"We are very grateful for the support of the Scholarship Fund. We have been able to support many students over the years."

The Scholarship Fund is a 501(c)(3) organization and tax-deductible contributions are accepted.
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The History Department invites you to a presentation by

Dr. Michael Gomez on

"Noble Drew Ali and the Growth of Islam in North America"

April 9, 2001 5:30 PM

Ralph Bunche International Center
Horowitz Says Reparations ‘Too Late’ During U. Massachusetts Speech

BY MICHAEL MANFREDI
Local, Daily Collegian (U. Massachusetts-Amherst)

A4 FRIDAY, AUG. 16, 2001

by reparations and his recent controversial newspaper
Club sponsored event, a student entered to a heavy
a mixed crowd of approximately
Massachusetts Daily Collegian (U. Massachusetts-Amherst)

point out what they disagree with. but instead on cam-
dent government's use of advisory referenda when
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The campus admied 10,130 Latino students this year.
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He said the campus received more applications this year
California. said Richard Black, assistant vice chancellor.
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HOW TO STOP YOUR
TEENAGE SON
FROM GETTING A
HEROIN ADDICTION,
LONG BEFORE HE'S
A TEENAGER.

Just being around for your boy can give him a better life. Boys who grow up without a father are 37% more likely to have problems with drugs. Even if you don't live with your kids, you can make a difference. Give them the emotional and financial support they need. They're your kids. Be their dad.
The 2001-2002 Hilltop Business Staff Is Accepting
Applications For

Assistant Business Manager
Ad-Layout Personnel
Advertising Manager
Office Manager
Administrative Assistant

Applications are available in the Office Of Student Activities
Blackburn University Center, Suite 117

RETURN YOUR COMPLETED APPLICATION TO THE HILLTOP
OFFICE BY 5:00 PM APRIL 9, 2001
President, and his supervising administrators, and staff persons to take the initiative to engage in a meaningful recycling program. This is not just good for our environment because it will also lead to a more sustainable and responsible university. It is our responsibility to ensure that our university continues to thrive and grow into the future, and that means taking steps to reduce our carbon footprint and prevent waste from going to landfills. We are responsible for the environment, and we need to take action now to make recycling a priority. Conclusion: Recycling is not just good for the environment; it's good for us. It's time for Howard University to take the lead in this important issue and encourage everyone to participate in a meaningful recycling program.
**BISON Baseball**

**BISON vs. UMES**
Noon, Double Header Saturday, April 7

& **BISON vs. Coppin State**
3 pm, Friday, April 13

& 11 am, Double Header, Saturday, April 14

ALL HOME GAMES ARE PLAYED AT JOE CANNON STADIUM - Just a few minutes away.

**BISON TENNIS**

HOWARD WOMEN & MEN
vs. S. Carolina State
Noon, Sunday, April 8

& HOWARD MEN
vs. UM-Balt County
2:30 pm, Wednesday, April 11

CONGRATULATIONS TO WOMEN'S TENNIS FOR WINS (6-1) over Georgetown U.

**BISON Basketball**

Congratulations to:
CHANELL WASHINGTON & ANDREA GARDNER
for being named to the
2001 BLACK COLLEGE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL ALL-AMERICAN TEAM
By the Black College Sports Information Directors Association (BCSIDA)

**HU Track & Field**

CONGRATULATIONS TO
PHAKISO COLLINS (100 Meters) AND TITIA LUTTERLOH (TRIPLE JUMP)
FOR QUALIFYING FOR MEAC OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS!!

& DAVID OLIVER (110 METER HURDLES)
FOR QUALIFYING FOR USA T & F JUNIOR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

**HU WRESTLERS**

THANKS AND APPRECIATION TO
ADRIAN THOMPSON AND DEREK BUTTS (correction)
FOR REPRESENTING HU WITH CLASS AT THE NCAA WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIPS!!

Best wishes to:

OUTDOOR TRACK & FIELD @ Maryland
BASEBALL @ Maryland

TENNIS (Men & Women) @ Coppin
TENNIS (Women) @ George Mason
LACROSSE @ Marist & Lenoayne

Division of Student Affairs
March 2001
BISON ROUNDUP

SPORTS BRIEFS

STRAWBERRY PICKED UP

Errol "Strawberry" Strawberry was the first to leave, with another man in the back seat and a woman near the middle. He then stood up and turned around and slapped a man who tried to touch him. The man then hit Strawberry with his hand. Strawberry was then tackled by the police and arrested. Strawberry was then arrested and charged with attempted murder.

The Renaissance Man

Howard Track Standout Takes Time Out to Focus on Olympic Goals

By JUNE RILEY

Winston-Salem, N.C.

Chris Howard is a man of many talents. Along with his contributions on Howard University's track team, Howard's track team also includes members who are also involved in the track, and as a result, Chris Howard has earned a spot in the Olympic trials. He will be one of the athletes who will run in the 100-meter hurdles.

Duke Tops Arizona for NCAA Title

By STEVEN WENDELL

LARAMIE, Wyo. — The Blue Devils defeated the Wildcats 87-79 to win the NCAA tournament.

TRENDING NOW

The unauthorized use of the term "Renaissance Man" for Chris Howard, a track athlete at Howard University, is inappropriate. The term "Renaissance Man" is a derogatory term used to describe a person who is not a track athlete, and it is not appropriate to use it in the context of this article.

THE AUTHORITY ON HOWARD SPORTS

STRIKE ZONE

China and U.S. relations improve with a bit of the amorous of Wang Zhiqi. Story on B3

ON POINT: Track your favorite MEAC team at www.meacsports.com. Get the latest stats and news about all the conference teams.

B3

THE EXTRA POINT

The Learning Curve

By BRANDON M. RICKERSON

Syracuse, N.Y.

The story of a young man who has overcome his fear of the dark is the subject of "The Learning Curve," a new play at the Syracuse Stage Company. The play is a story of a young man who has overcome his fear of the dark and is now ready to face the world. The play tells the story of a young man who has overcome his fear of the dark and is now ready to face the world.
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The Learning Curve

Chri<l F.:,.dl (center) looks forward to the Penn Relays. "Making the transition as underclassmen and high school graduates is something I feel comfortable with," he said. "I've always been a problem child, but I guess that's part of being a problem child."

Duke, Dunleavy Defeat Arizona

Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski praised Arizona's Eddie Griffin, saying, "He's a very special player. I think he has the potential to be a star one day."

NCAA Title Ignites Fiery Party at Duke University

Throughout the night, an occasional clash between members of Phi Kappa Psi fraternity and other students marked the course of events. Finally, members of Phi Kappa Psi, including several who had been involved in the fracas, attended a gathering to offer their support. The university之声 in the footsteps of Phi Kappa Psi when they tried to get a new position, and the university's decision has come as a shock to many students. "We are not going to stand by and watch as Phi Kappa Psi continues its harassing behavior," said university president John Skipper.
As a young woman, I often feel that I am not being taken seriously in my professional life. Now, for the sake of eliminating stereotypes, I would like to share a personal story. I was recently offered a job at a large corporation, but I turned it down because I felt that the "glass ceiling" was too high. I put in a lot of effort, and I persisted, but I was not given the opportunity to advance. It is not that I did not meet the qualifications; I am sure that I did. I think that the issue is one of perception. To simply put it, I am not seen as a person who is capable of taking on a large responsibility. I am sure that I could handle it, but I am not given the chance to prove it. I think that this is a common problem among women who are looking to advance in their careers. It is not that the women who are in these positions are not competent; it is just that they are not given the opportunity to show their abilities. I think that this is a problem that we need to address as a society. We need to create a culture where women are given the chance to prove their abilities and are not limited by stereotypes.
THE ANNUAL STUDENT LEADERSHIP RETREAT
SPONSORED BY
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
FOR
NEWLY ELECTED STUDENT
GOVERNMENT LEADERS SERVING
IN THE 2001-2002 ACADEMIC YEAR
IS ALMOST HERE.

This year's retreat is entitled:

LANDSCAPES:

DESIGNS AND LAYOUTS FOR THE 2001-2002 STUDENT LEADER

Howard University
Office of Student Activities

ALL NEWLY ELECTED OFFICIALS MUST REPORT TO THE
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES TODAY
(Located in Suite 117 in the Blackburn Center)
TO PICK UP REGISTRATION MATERIALS FOR THIS
YEAR'S ANNUAL LEADERSHIP RETREAT.

Organization School council Presidents, Treasurers, Financial
Secretaries, Program Coordinators, and Editors-in-chiefs would
benefit from attending.

Please call the Office of Student Activities for
further information at 202-806-7000
Howard Students Bring the F.Y.E.A.

By Tasha Alexander

Howard Hilltop Staff Writer

Despite the odds of whether a show will be first-class, physique, or whatever else you'll not the same from every fashion show, this year's F.Y.E.A. Show was a reflection of the students' and coordinators' hard work.

According to Pittman, "We wanted the show to be something special, something to be remembered by the people who attended. The students put in a lot of time and effort, and they did an excellent job.

The show featured a variety of designs, from elegant gowns to casual outfits, and everything in between. The models walked confidently down the runway, strutting their stuff and displaying their creativity.

The models were all Howard University students, and they were chosen for their unique style and talent. Some of them had previous experience walking the runway, while others were new to modeling.

The show was a tremendous success, and the students were thrilled with the outcome. "I'm really proud of what we accomplished," said Pittman. "We did everything we set out to do, and we did it well.

The show was not only a fashion event, but also a celebration of the students' hard work and dedication. It was a proud moment for Howard University, and it increased our school's visibility in the community.

The show was well-attended, with many guests showing up to support the students. The atmosphere was electric, with music playing and everyone in a festive mood.

The show concluded with a fashion and beauty bash, where guests could mingle with the models and purchase items from the collection.

In conclusion, the Howard students' F.Y.E.A. Show was a tremendous success, and it demonstrated the students' talent and hard work. The show was a great example of how a fashion show can bring together a community, and it left a lasting impression on everyone who attended.

END

ENTERTAINMENT

BRIEFS

Compiled by Brandon A. Miller

Puff Daddy Plays the Name Game

After being found guilty of tax evasion, Puff Daddy announced that he plans to officially change his name to P.Daddy. The rapper said that he hopes to have a naming ceremony and may seek to return former President Bill Clinton to charge him with drug possession. "I'm giving back to the people who gave me my name," he said.

Jealousie Gets Arrested

Jealousie was arrested during a fight outside a comedy club and charged with battery of a security guard. As he was being arrested, he and the guard got into a scuffle, with Jealousie throwing punches. The incident occurred outside the club, and the guard was taken to the hospital for treatment.

Mercedes Benz Cuts Ties

Mercedes-Benz has cut ties with the last Nude Body Tour after being accused of sexual harassment and drug dealing. The company has decided to sever all ties with the tour, which has been touring the country with a nude body model and a nude body guard.

Swizz Beatz Says Pearsaance

The main producer of the Ruff Ryders label, Swizz Beatz has launched his own line of clothing, called Pearsaance. In addition to the clothing line, Swizz Beatz is also planning to release a new album under the Pearsaance name.

Aaliyah Comes to a New Resolution

The late singer Aaliyah was remembered in a concert that featured a tribute to her music and legacy. The concert was held in her honor, and it featured performances by some of her closest friends and collaborators.

RZA Plans to Shoot with "Digital Bullets"

RZA, the producer of the Wu-Tang Clan, has announced that he plans to shoot a new movie called "Digital Bullets." The film will be produced by RZA and will be shot using the latest in digital filmmaking technology.

Ghetto Love Blends Smooth R&B

Hip-Hop Beats

By Jordan Wazeman

The album "Ghetto Love," released by Blends, is a perfect blend of smooth R&B and hip-hop.

The album features a variety of tracks, including a collaboration with Dr. Dre. Blends' voice is soulful and smooth, while Dre's rapping adds a nice contrast.

"Ghetto Love" is a perfect album for those who love the perfect mix of R&B and hip-hop. Blends' voice is soothing and enjoyable, while Dre's rapping adds a nice contrast.

The album is available now on all major streaming platforms, and it's a must-listen for anyone who loves music.

END
Try some...
EXTREME EXCITEMENT
PAINTBALL
See our web page below for your special discount!

• Ages 12 and up, for beginners and experienced players
• Individuals or groups up to 175 players
• Perfect for birthday parties, bachelor parties and special events

visit our PAINTBALL SUPERSTORE
for all your equipment needs.
Incredible gear at outrageous prices!

X-FIELDS

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SERVICE CENTER
1632 Gepphardt Road,
Bowie, MD 20716
PLUS 10 WOODED PLAYING FIELDS
ON 80+ ACRES IN BOWIE, MARYLAND

RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION:
1-800-456-6636
STORE ONLY:
1-410-737-0800

Maryland's Paintball Leader Since 1988!
www.QApaintball.com/hu.html

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
HOUSIAND PLAZA TOWERS
*******ATTENTION*******

HOW CAN YOU STILL BECOME PART
OF A TEAM OF RESPONSIBLE
LEADERS?

BECOME A STUDENT ASSISTANT AT
HOUSIAND PLAZA TOWERS....

THE APPLICATION PROCESS HAS
BEEN EXTENDED!!!

PLEASE COME TO P-12 WEST TO PICK
UP AN APPLICATION

ALL APPLICATIONS AND
REFERENCES ARE DUE IN THE
BUSINESS OFFICE BY
FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 2001

MANAGEMENT
2211 G St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20001
202-783-7448
Fax: 202-783-7447

SATURDAY MAY 12TH

Cordially invite you, your family & friends to the Exclusive

4th Annual Graduation Celebrity Celebration @

PARADISE

The 1st Indoor / Outdoor Graduation Celebration

600 MARYLAND AVE. SW

For more info call (202) 297-2245 or e-mail selmo66@yahoo.com
Please call after 9pm & on weekends
Food catered by The Real New Orleans
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HELP WANTED

For Coop Placement, contact 1-800-223-TAJO. At Cal Poly Pomona, Pomona, CA 91768 Tuesday, April 10, 2001.

Services

WWW AND SOFTWARE SALES

Customer Services Representative. This is a full time, salaried position responsible for selling our software and software products. Must be knowledgeable about software products and have good communication skills. Must have strong sales and customer service skills. Familiarity with Microsoft Word required. Hourly wage plus commission. Average sale around $40k. Mail resume to 4250 Campus Drive, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

TRAINING PROFESSIONAL

Seeking someone to train and mentor student interns to turn them into successful sales professionals. Must have six months experience in sales and computer sales is preferred. Looking for a motivated professional to help expand our salesforce. Hourly wage plus commission. Average sale around $40k. Mail resume to 4250 Campus Drive, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

For Coop Placement, contact 1-800-223-TAJO. At Cal Poly Pomona, Pomona, CA 91768 Tuesday, April 10, 2001.